Arthur William Row Papers

Box 1-6  [borrowed by Mr. Row in 1959 and never returned]

7  Writings, Notes, Miscellany - essays, notes, memoranda mostly recollections of the theatre including short essays on Sarah Bernhardt, Katharine Cornell, Ellen Terry, and John Barrymore.

8  Notes and Miscellany - photographs, clipping, some personal accounts and memoranda.

9  "Sarah the Divine" - original typescripts with numerous rewrites of chapters and annotations.

10  "Sarah the Divine" - original typescripts

11  Notebooks - notebook of recollections of his life in the theatre; notes on Sarah Bernhardt; recollections of John Barrymore; notes on Katherine Cornell's production of Anthony and Cleopatra; pocket memoranda books; pocket diary containing a few entries for Jan-Feb., 1944; printed matter; contract for "Sarah the Divine."

12  Manuscripts of:

"Sarah the Divine"
"The Humorous Side of An Actor’s Life"
"The Legend of the Barrymores"